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Preamble 

The Mozi ffl-f- contains a series of chapters, starting with Chapter 52 

"Preparation of City Walls and Gat~s" ("Bei chengmen" 1it»xF,) and ending with 

the final chapter "Miscellaneous Defences" ("Zashou" :tl~), that describe military 

defensive tactics for cities (cheng tfix), fortified villages (wu t.i), blockhouses (tingzhang 
"$"~f), etc., military personnel and the placement of offensive and defensive 

equipment, the construction of military structures, and the art of prognostication. 

As is well-known, these chapters related to the defence of cities are of the most 

recent origin among the chapters of the Mozi, and they are thought to have been 

added by later Mohists. The Mozi contains many abstruse passages, and these 

particular chapters could be said to be the most difficult in the entire work. Hu Shi 

iiJHi once wrote that because they are unrelated to Mozi's philosophy, these 

chapters do not require elucidation, l) while Zhu Xizu *~Jli has argued that they 

are forgeries composed during the Han¥~ dynasty. 2) Considerable portions of the 

chapters on the defence of cities have been lost; and among the twenty chapters 

from Chapter 52 to Chapter 71 only eleven have survived. According to the "Mozi 

mulu" ffl-f- § if reedited by Bi Yuan lhic of the ~ng YW, the organization of these 

chapters is as follows: 

Fascicle 14 
Chapter 52: "Preparation of City Walls and Gates" ("Bei chengmen" 11:lfixF,) 
Chapter 53: "Defence against Overlook Carts" ("Bei gaolin" 1fm~Wi;) 

(Chapter 54: "Defence against Hooks" ["Bei gou" 1ii'ill]- missing) 

(Chapter 55: "Defence against Battering Rams" ["Bei chong" 1i1ir]-missing) 
Chapter 56: "Defence against Ladders" ("Bei ti" 1i~i) 

(Chapter 57: "Defence against Ramps" ["Bei yin" 1fm:irl]-missing) 

Chapter 58: "Defence against Inundation" ("Bei shui'' 117k) 

(Chapter 59: "Defence against Empty Caves" ["Bei kongdong" 1i~?!m]

missing)' 
( Chapter 60-missing) 
Chapter 61: "Defence against Sallies" ("Bei tu" 11~) 
Chapter 62: "Defence against Tunnelling" ("Bei xue" 111-c) 
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Chapter 63: "Defence against the Ant-Rush" ("Bei yi-fu" 1rm~1f) 
Fascicle 15 

(Chapter 64-missing) 

( Chapter 65-missing) 

(Chapter 66-missing) 

(Chapter 67-missing) 

Chapter 68: "Sacrifice against the Coming of the Enemy" ("Yingdi ci" ill!iUlu) 

Chapter 69: "Flags and Banners" ("~zhi" ~im) 
Chapter 70: "Commands and Orders" ("Haoling" ~re%) 
Chapter 71: "Miscellaneous Defences" ("Zashou" ~q) 

Among commentaries on the Mozi, the achievements of the textual criticism of 

the ~ng dynasty are well-known, and these include the Mozi (15 fascs.) by Bi Yuan, 

the Mozi zazhi :ii-f-~;:t- (6 fascs.) by Wang Niansun J::-tt* and Wang Yinzhi J:5 IZ, 

the Mozi kanwu :ii-f-flj~ (2 fascs.) by Su Shixue ifH=ifJj!, and the Mozi pingyi :ii-=t-2P-il 

(3 fascs.) by Yu Yue f«tt!!, but representative of them all is the Mozi jiangu :ii-f-Fl'l~&l 

( 1,5/ fascs.) by Sun Yirang f*' !Et~, which brings together the work of previous 

scholars. As was noted above, however, the chapters on the defence of cities 

contain many difficult passages which have puzzled generations of commentators, 

and consequently there has hitherto been virtually no comprehensive research on 

these chapters, while the majority of modern commentaries and translations both in 

Japan and overseas have given them a wide berth. Almost the sole exception is a 

painstaking study by Cen Zhongmian ~{rfl~, 3) written in 1948, which deals in 

detail with this section of the Mozi .. 

The chapters on the defence of cities in the Mozi include considerable 

information on the actual construction of city walls, some of which may be 

considered important for the history of architectural technology. However, there 

has been almost no research, including Cen's above-mentioned opus, that deals 

with this subject from the perspective of practical technology, and it may therefore 

be said that these chapters have never been actively utilized as source material for 

the study of the history of Chinese architecture or civil-engineering technology; 

In Japan, Watanabe Takashi ilt51-&! has published two outstanding articles in 

which he discusses the background to the composition of the chapters in question 

with reference to the history of Chinese thought, 4) and although these are 

exceptional studies that have won high praise, he does not deal in detail with 

technical details except for the size of the city walls. As for modern translations, an 

early Japanese translation was that by Makino Kenjiro tpf(ff jf&zi~, 5) which relied 

basically on Sun Yirang's Mozi jiangu, and though it is useful for its succinct 

presentation of the general gist of the text, there are still many sections concerning 

military techniques and civil-engineering technology that have been left unresolved. 

Some time later, Yabuuchi Kiyoshi iil7'1¥~ attempted to make up for these 

shortcomings in his translation of the Mozi by referring to later works on the art of 

war, but regrettably he includes only brief excerpts from Chapter 52 and other 
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chapters containing the most references to the construction of city walls. 6) The 

translations of the Mozi by Takata Atsushi iWiEBif7) and Honda Wataru *EBi;tf8) 

contain even briefer excerpts from these chapters. The more recent translation by 

Watanabe Takashi and Nitta Daisaku ffrEB:k1'F was an epochal work in that it 

represented the first complete Japanese translation of the Mozi, 9) but in his 

annotations to the chapters on the defence of cities Nitta generally follows the 

interpretations found in Sun Yirang' s Mozi jiangu, and many points that have been 

unclear in the past remain so. The same may also be said of the still more recently 

published translation by Yamada Taku tlJEBg. 10) In addition to the above, articles 

of some relevance to the subject have also been published by Otsuka Banroku :k 
~1fJ.1 11 ) and Chihara Katsumi f-J]'ijf~. 12) However, all things considered, it has to 

be said that, when viewed from the perspective of the history of technology, there 

remains considerable scope for further inquiry in the work of these precursors, 

including that of Cen Zhongmian. 

Zhu Xizu's thesis that the chapters on the defence of cities were forgeries of 

Han times received strong support for some time, but in more recent years it would 

seem that the view that these chapters were composed by Mohists in the late 

Warring States period is beginning to prevail. Already in his aforementioned 

. annotative study Cen Zhongmian had suggested that they were probably the work 

of people of the Qj.n ~. Since then there have appeared studies that make use of 

new materials such as the Han bamboo slips from Juyan $~ in Gansu itif and 

elsewhere, and Chen Zhi ~J!f@r, basing himself on a detailed comparison of Chapter 

52 infra of the Mozi with the Juyan Han slips, has argued that these chapters 

postdate the late Warring States period and were composed during the Qin 

dynasty. 13) In addition, Li Xueqin $JJ!l/J, having compared the legal terminology 

and institutions appearing in the Qj.n bamboo slips from Yunmeng ~~ in Hubei 

itn ~t with Chapter 5 2 infra of the Mozi, suggests with still greater explicitness that 

these chapters were composed in the later Warring States period in the state of Qj.n 

by people affiliated with the Mohists. 14) It could thus be said that there has finally 

begun to appear multifaceted research into various related questions, including the 

date of the composition of these chapters and their background. In addition to 

these research results, it is also worth noting that one of the many bamboo books 

recently discovered in a Han tomb at Yinqueshan il1& LU in Linyi OO'Wr, Shandong 

tl.J:$:, and entitled Shoufa ~¥i: ("Methods of Defence") 15) exhibits a number of 

parallels with the chapters on the defence of cities in the Mozi. 

The chapters on the defence of cities in the Mozi are difficult to comprehend 

not only because parts of the text have been lost, as was noted above, but also 

because of textual confusion and the frequent use of loan characters, 16) which 

present further obstacles to our understanding. The discovery of some fragmentary 

new source materials is not in itself sufficient to resolve the problems posed by the 

many unintelligible passages. Nor is it likely that someone such as myself, unversed 

in palaeography, can have anything meaningful to say about problems that have 

baffled generations of textual scholars. Nonetheless, in the following, ill-advised 
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though it may be, I wish to present my views on a number of points relating 
primarily to city walls purely from the standpoint of the history of technology. 
(When quoting from the Mozi, I have for convenience of reference added to the 
chapter number the section number[ s] given in Cen Zhongmian 's Mozi chengshou 
gepian jianzhu, but there are some places where I have not followed Cen's divisions 
or punctuation.) 

I. The Size of Cities and the City Walls 

A distinctive feature of Chapter 52 "Preparation of City Walls and Gates" in 
the Mozi is that it lists the defensive structures, military personnel, defensive and 
offensive equipment, and everyday articles to be placed at regular intervals around 
the city walls. In this article I shall be dealing chiefly with the sections pertaining to 
the construction of the city walls, but in order to provide an overall perspective on 
what follows, I shall first show in tabular form the placement of defensive structures, 
installations and equipment around the city walls as elucidated by Cen Zhongmian. 

The structures, installations and equipment listed in Table 1 are presumably 
given in the Mozi on the assumption that they would be installed at certain points 
along the walls surrounding a city of a particular size. It is thus strange to find that 
there are, with one exception, no clear references to the size of the city itself in 
Chapter 52 and other related chapters of the extant Mozi. The sole exception is the 
final sentence of the concluding chapter (Chapter 71.30): 

*~*ITTJ~JJ=:lf. 
For every ten thousand households, the city is three li square. 

The immediately preceding passage reads as follows: 

r~ra. fl.:;if~*:w.n. ~*A+. -:;if~-t!L. ~11,Am. =:;if~-t!L. Amtt~. 
=::;if~-t!L. **~a. ~:;if~-t!L. §g~~- -A~~- .li:;if~-t!L. 
The Master Mozi said: "In general, there are five situations in which a city 
cannot be defended. The first is when the city is large and the men are few; the 
second is when the city is small and the men are numerous; the third is when 
the people are numerous and food is scarce; the fourth is when the markets are 
distant from the city; and the fifth is when stores are located outside the city 
and the wealthy are also elsewhere. 

Thus the above-quoted reference to a city's size is no doubt meant to give an 
indication of the size and population of a city that would not result in these five 
adverse situations. Cen Zhongmian appears to have had misgivings about ·the 
authenticity of this single reference to a city's size, and, rather than attributing it to 
the Mohists themselves, he considers it to be a gloss added in later times. It has 
indeed been pointed out by others that the content of Chapter 71 overlaps in many 
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Table 1 Placement of Defensive Structures, Installations and Equipment Attached 
to City Walls in Chapters on Defence of Cities in Mozi (Water Containers, 
Timber, Firewood, etc., Omitted) 

4 sides l lookout post 

4 corners 1 corner watch tower 

2 bu 1 drain, 1 bamboo shelter, 1 linked flail, 1 long hammer, 1 wooden 

crossbow, 1 spear, 20 bundles of rushes 

5 bu 1 furnace, 1 well, 1 torch hole, basket of mud 

6 bu 1 suspended box 

10 bu 1 long axe, 1 long sickle, 1 shovel 

20 bu 1 suspended box, 1 mobile tower, 1 strewing pebble 

25 bu 1 furnace 

30 bu 1 mobile tower, 1 mobile furnace, 1 crossbow hut, 1 lookout post, 1 privy 

at base of wall 

50 bu 1 mobile tower, 1 furnace, 1 ji, 1 room, 1 latrine, 1 staircase, 1 

multistoreyed tower 

100 bu 1 watch tower, 1 wooden tower, 1 lookout post, 1 sally post, 1 blockhouse, 

1 well, 1 open-topped tower, 10 hidden draines 

200 bu 1 high tower 

5 

respects with that of Chapter 52, and along with Chapters 68, 69 and 70 it is 
considered to represent the most recent section of the Mozi. Watanabe Takashi, on 
the other hand, considers this sentence to be attributable to late Mohists of the QJ.n, 
and he distinguishes the type of city to which it alludes from the cities of the early 
Mohists referred to in Chapter 52, but this point will be taken up again below. 

However, Chapter 52 also contains a passage that provides some information 
on the size of the city walls (Chapter 52. 73). 

•••*· %~~•~• (~). a~oo. •~~~R-. ~•~m. ~~• (~) 
~(a)~~~- ~ffi~~~- a%± •. %~-~~ff~~ER~~~~- ~~ 

*±fflfr~. ~~•~- ~ffi~~~- ·§-~.%~ff~.~~•~-~~~~
%a J:iJ itMJt-1:!!. 
Loosely tie together trees and timber, making them into 'brushwood bundles', 
and stack them with their tips facing the walls; use logs 1 zhang ~ 7 chi R in 
length to form the outer face, place brushwood bundles lengthwise and 
crosswise, and plaster the outer face with durable mud, ensuring that the mud 
does not fall off. Make the depth and height to which the brushwood bundles 
are stacked such that they are sufficient for protecting a city wall of more than 
3 zhang 5 chi. This is for defending a section of the outer face of a wall by 
means of brushwood bundles, wood and earth, and it should be done 
expeditiously. The varying lengths of the tips of the brushwood bundles 
should be aligned well in advance, and after having applied the mud, ensure 
that parapets can be built along the top. Apply a good coating of mud to the 
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outside so that it cannot be burnt down or the brushwood pulled out by the 

enemy. 

This describes defence procedures for guarding against an enemy attack by 

stacking 'brushwood bundles' (chaibo #1!§1.W:) along the outside of the city walls and 

coating them with mud for protection against fire. The construction work itself 

"should be done expeditiously," while the "city wall of more than 3 zhang 5 chi" is 

of course the existing city wall, and therefore the height given here may be 

considered to represent the standard height of such walls. (It should be noted that 

this passage was originally included in Chapter 62 ["Defence against Tunnelling"] 

and was moved to its present position by Sun Yirang.) 

In addition, Chapter 52.33 contains the following statement: 

~__t!Jf:=:tv-JUIIYtv". JJPT tJJi1llMI. 
The width at the top of the walls is 3 bu tv" to 4 bu, so that it is possible to 

engage in combat. 

The figures 3 bu ( 18 chi) to 4 bu (24 chi) refer to the distance between the parapets 

along both sides of the top of the walls. 

The wall height of 3 zhang 5 chi (approx. 8 metres) is the same as the height of 

the city walls of Chang'an ** during the Former Han lWl~ given in the Sanfu 

huangtu =:lmJtliil, and it may be regarded as having been the average height of such 

walls. It is, however, somewhat less than the standard height of 5 zhang and 4 zhang 

given respectively in the Shenji zhidi taibo yinjing ffr$mt1Jltt:E1 ~ffl, a military treatise 

by Li Quan $~ of the Tang n!, and the Yingzao fas hi ~~ ii A, a work on 

architectural technology by Li Jie $Wt1 of the Northern Song ~t*, and it is nothing 

like the height of the ramparts of capital cities during the Warring States period. For 

instance, the height of the extant city walls of old Han ft and Zheng ~ (Xinzheng 

fJr~, Henan iilJ1¥J) is 18 metres, that of Handan 1:t~f~ of Zhao ML is 12 metres, and 

that of Jinan *2.l¥1 of Chu~ (Jianglingbei m~~t, Hubei) is 7 metres. 17) As for the 

upper width of 18-24 chi (4-5 metres), nothing definitive can be said on the basis of 

extant remains, and although this figure differs markedly from the 12.5 chi 

mentioned. in the Taibo yinjing and the 40 chi and less given in the Yingzao f ashi, it 

too may be considered to fall within the average range. (The Yingzao fashi 

distinguishes between luqiang &ffi [earthen walls] and chourenqiang fffi*ffffi [walls of 

tamped earth containing wooden crosspieces], and although no standard figure is 

given for the latter, it assumes a slightly lower figure.) 18) However, in the same 

Chapter 52 of the Mozi it also says, at least with reference to the defensive 

deployment of soldiers and civilians discussed below, that "one calculates on the 

basis of this ratio in accordance with the size of the city" (~1J"*tJJ.l:t$Z), thus 

implying the existence of cities of different sizes, and one must also consider the 

possibility that the passage quoted above refers to a smaller category of cities. 

Meanwhile, a more general statement on city walls can be found in Chapter 
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R~~ (~) ~~~- (~]~~~- -~~~-- Wffi (m) M (~). ~-• 
flJ. tR~JE~x~Jl ~J:.. ······ 
In general, the procedure for defending a city is: the city walls are to be thick 
and high, the moat is to be deep and wide, the towers are to be in good repair, 
the preparations for defence (i.e., weapons) are to be mended and sharp, the 
fuel and food are to be sufficient to hold out for more than three months, ... 

However, there is no reference to the size or batter of the walls, invariably 
mentioned in military manuals of later times. For example, Li Quan of the Tang 
writes as follows in his Taibo yinjing 5, "Zhucheng pian" ~~~ 43: 

In the Classic it says: "'Under the system of the previous king, a large city did 
not exceed one third of the capital city, a medium city one fifth, and a small 
city one ninth.' Therefore, it says, 'If a metropolitan city exceeds 100 zhi 9:1, it 
is detrimental to the kingdom.' If the cities of today's marquis are compared 
with the Eastern and Western Capitals (Luoyang and Chang'an), the length of 
one side corresponds to one fifth, while the height of the walls is equivalent to 
that of the Great Wall for defending the frontier regions, and there are no 
controls. 

The formula for determining the size of city walls in both the past and the 
present is that the height should be twice the base width and the base width 
should be twice the upper width. If the base width is 2 zhang 5 chi, then the 
upper width is 1 zhang 2 chi 5 cun -t. These are the criteria for the height and 
width."19l 

In the opening sentences Li Quan quotes the words of Ji Zhong ~{tp appearing in 
the entry for the first year of Duke Yin ~10 in the Chunqiu Zuoshi zhuan *fkti:~{$ 
(Zuozhuan 1r:1$), and similar statements are frequently found in the discussions of 
Confucianists 'from Han times onwards, but we will return to this later. The formula 
for determining the batter, or receding upward slope, of the walls described in the 
second half of the above passage is not mentioned in the Mozi, but judging from the 
extant remains of towns and cities of the Warring States period, paintings from the 
Han dynasty, and literary sources, it may be assumed that such formulae did exist. 
According to the Kaogongji ~I~c, 'Jiangren wei gouxu" ln:A~i-t.Ifil., 

in the case of granaries, underground pits, warehouses and cities, the walls 
recede by one sixth, 

and in Zheng Xuan ~~•s commentary this is interpreted as follows: "'Recede' (ni 
~) means 'gradually batter'. When building these four kinds of structures, the 
height is divided by six and the top of the walls has batter by just one part. "20) In 
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the same section of the Kaogongji we also read: 

The thickness of the walls is 3 chi, and their height is three times this. 

According to Zheng Xuan's commentary, "If the height and thickness are based on 

this, the walls will hold."21 ) These are probably the earliest references to the batter 

of city walls. Dispensing with any further tedious explanations, I shall now illustrate 

the former case on the basis of the example given in the commentary by Jia 

Gongyan JI 0~ of the Tang (height: 1 zhang 2 chi, base width: 4 chi) along with the 

dimensions given in the Taibo yinjing by Li Quan of the Tang and in the Yingzao 

fashi by Lijie of the Song (Fig. 1 ). 

l--25----l 
(a) 

-+----40----t-107 

-----n 
,o 

'----------':II t---------60--------t 
(b) 

Fig. 1 Cross section of city walls 

(a) Li Quan (Tang), Taibo yinjing. 
(b) LiJie (Song), Yingzaofashi, "Haozhai zhidu" :f:_i~/jflJffl'.. 

(c)Jia Gongyan's commentary on Kaogongji, ''.Jiangren yingguo" !KA 1f~. 

When discussing the size of the cities alluded to in Chapter 52 of the Mozi, 

which possibly preserves the records of early Mohists, Watanabe Takashi indirectly 

infers from references to the deployment of soldiers and civilians that there were 

cities of three sizes (large, medium and small), and availing himself also of 

archaeological data from the remains of towns and cities of the Warring States 

period, he presents a table in which he compares the size and population of the 

large, medium and small cities of Chapter 52, the cities of Chapter 71, and cities 

alluded to in pre-Qj.n literature. The passage on which he bases himself is Chapter 

52.67-69: 

qit. n+iv":t:J;:+ A, Ty;=+ A, ~;J--+ A. nz. n+iv"IIY+ A. ~T (__t) 

tl* (.$) $-iv"-A. =+iv"=+A. ~,J--*J;J_ll:t~z. JJJEJ;J_qil (Ill). 5r5 
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(~) <,llifrm!hfHIJz. 3:.A~IJ,t;Z~D (~DZ). 3:.AflJ. ~~ (m). ~Jj(~~. 

+•<~> (m) z•. r,J(•~rn~~. LffiaEs~. ~~~s~. r~CsJ 
E+~. ~~msE c+J ~~. 3:.Afurm~m. aEs~z~. * (::t) 5'c+A. 
T:9:"=+ A, ~,J--+ A. fL [rnJ + Arffi,@~~z. llt~f;tcjzf:HiL. 
Method of defence: For every 50 bu have 10 able-bodied men, 20 able-bodied 
women, and 10 old people and children. This comes to a total of 40 people for 
every 50 bu. As for the towers on top of the city walls, have 1 soldier for 1 bu 
and 20 men for 20 bu. If one calculates on the basis of this ratio in accordance 
with the size of the city, it will be sufficient for the purposes of defence. Should 
the enemy make an antlike approach from four sides, then if the chief of the 
defenders notices this first, he will be at an advantage and the enemy will be at 
a disadvantage. Should the enemy attack by means of trenches, then even if it 
is a large army of 100,000 men, it will be no more than one of its four divisions 
that makes the attack. A superior trench is 500 bu wide, a medium trench is 
300 bu wide, and an inferior trench is 150 bu wide. In other cases when the 
trench is less than 150 bu wide, the chief is at an advantage and the enemy at a 
disadvantage. In the case of a division that is 500 bu wide, 1,000 able-bodied 
men, 2,000 able-bodied women, and 1,000 old people and children, making a 
total of 4,000 people, will be sufficient to counter it. This is the number of 
people for defending against an attack by means of trenches. 

Watanabe equates the width of each of the four divisions deployed by the 
enemy when attacking by means of trenches (sui ~' shu fil'q) with the length of one 
side of the city walls. Although archaeological excavations of city remains would 
suggest that there were actually very few cities in pre-Qj.n times that were square in 
shape, it should go without saying that the above account presents no more than a 
hypothetical model of the Mohists and, just like the assumption that enemy hosts 
would attack the city from all four sides in an "antlike approach" or mass infantry 
assault, it is linked to the character of military treatises. Therefore, Watanabe's 
attempt to estimate on the basis of this passage the size of contemporary cities 
defended by the Mohists is most original and deserves high praise. But even if one 
allows that the above passage suggests the existence of three grades of cities (large, 
medium and small), there are still insufficient grounds for equating the figures 
mentioned (500 bu, 300 bu and 150 bu) with the lengths of the walls of each of these 
three grades of cities. 

However, the Shoufa, a bamboo slip text recently unearthed at Yinqueshan, 
contains the following passage (slips 777-780): 

~:½xz1t. ~rn1if!hf,lt1fz. 3:.A,t;~OZ. 3:.AflJ. ~······ [L] ~-Es~. ~~ 
~s~. r [~] ·--···~::t5'c+ A. ······~•A. ~~-~E+ A. ~)r.ET A. 
:9:"r~ ~ [)r.;fiT AJ · · · · · · 

Apart from the fact that superior, medium and inferior sui ~ have been substituted 
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for superior, medium and inferior shu f,tq, this passage bears a very close 

resemblance to the above passage from Chapter 52. According to Sun Yirang, shu 

and sui both have the same tone and both signify a route for attacking a city. 

Although the bamboo-slip Shoufa has numerous lacunae, it should be evident that 

both passages describe an identical "method of defence." Moreover, the Shoufa is 

more explicit than the Mozi in that it clearly refers to an "enemy approaching like 

ants from four sides" (~II9ffi!l!fJt1f.Z). But assuming that sui denotes the paths or 

trenches used by the attackers, and even though the length of the city walls would 

naturally be greater than the width of this sui, it is nonetheless difficult to see how its 

width would have been directly linked to the length of one side of the city walls, 

and one is still left without any basis for determining the actual length of the city 

walls. 
By way of comparison with the passage from the Mozi quoted above, Watanabe 

goes on to cite first the words of Ji Zhong appearing in the entry for the first year of 

Duke Yin (722 B.C.) in the Chunqiu Zuoshi zhuan, already alluded to above: 

If a metropolitan city exceeds 100 zhi 9-t, it is detrimental to the kingdom. 22) 

Next, he also quotes the words of Confucius cited in an entry for the twelfth year of 

Duke Ding 5E0 (498 B.C.) in the Chunqiu Gongyang zhuan *lx0${l (passages in 

brackets are from the commentary by He Xiu 1PJ 1:t of the Later Han 1&r~): 

iuGaE¥. @.~s•z~ ....... **fPJ. 11JKrmm CARElti. mfL@+RJ. :nm 
rm:9-t[=sRJ. s:9-trm~[=IR. fLOO+-m~+~~=R. 0~Z~~- •. 
xr-+:9-t. ~~s•z~+. 1a-t+:9-t. -=r-~:n+:9-t ....... J. 23) 

Armour is not stored in the homes, and there is no city of one hundred zhi 9-t 
in the district.. .. What is a zhi? Five ban ti make 1 du m [8 chi are called a ban, 

and a du is about 40 chi], 5 du make a zhi [200 chi], and 100 zhi make a city 

[20,000 chi; its circumference is 11 li 33 bu 2 chi, and this is the standard for 

dukes and marquis. According to the Rites, the city of the Son of Heaven is 

l,000 zhi, and so 100 zhi probably represents one tenth of that. The city of an 

earl is 70 zhi, and the city of a viscount or baron is 50 zhi .... ]. 

On the assumption that 100 zhi was one of the standard lengths of city walls at this 

time, and taking the Gongyang zhuan and He Xiu' s commentary as the most reliable 

indicators of the length of a zhi, Watanabe suggests on the basis of the statement 

that "its circumference is 11 li 33 bu 2 chi" that a city of 100 zhi would have been a 

square city of which the length of the walls along one side would have been 25 zhi = 

5,000 chi= 833 bu 2 chi= 2 li 233 bu 2 chi= 1,125 metres. The zhi and du are both 

units based on the ban, corresponding to the boards of the shuttering used when 

constructing walls by means of the tamped-earth method. Watanabe comments that 

"in particular it is worth noting that He Xiu alludes to the length of the boards that 

formed the basis of construction work and sets their length at 8 chi," but although 
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he shows considerable ingenuity in converting this figure on the basis of the "great 
chi" of the Warring States period, exemplified by the ruins of tamped-earth walls at 
Xiadu r ~ of Yan ~' this can apply only to the length of the ban, and there are 
discrepancies in the various interpretations of the actual length of the zhi, with the 
above gloss by He Xiu holding a rather special position, a fact that requires caution. 
This is discussed in detail by Sun Yirang in his Zhouli zhengyi JWJff,ltiE• with 
reference to Kong Yingda :fUJHi's commentary on the above-cited passage from 
the entry for the first year of Duke Yin in the Zuozhuan and also with reference to a 
passage from the Zhouli kaogongji JWlff!l~Iic., ':Jiangren yingguo" lfrA~~ (3:.s'F~~iiJ 
z.tlJ.li91!t g'~~z.tlJ--t9-t. :½!G~~z.tlJ1L9-t).24) Firstly, in the Wujingyiyi .li*l~- by Xu 
Shen ~t'l;l, quoted by Kong Yingda in his commentary on the Zuozhuan, Duke Yin, 
year 1, it is stated as follows: 

According to the Dadai liji ::kiUUc. and Hanshi waizhuan ~~:$1'1-{.f, 8 chi are 1 
ban AA, 5 ban are 1 du, the width of 1 ban is 2 chi, the height of five of these 
placed on top of each other is 1 zhang, 5 du are 1 zhi, and the length of 1 zhi is 4 
zhang. Formerly, according to the Zhouli and Zuozhuan, 1 zhang was 1 ban, the 
width of 1 ban was 2 chi, 5 ban were 1 du, and a wall of 1 du was 1 zhang long 
and 1 zhang high. Three du are 1 zhi, a wall of 1 zhi is 3 zhang long and 1 zhang 
high, and when measuring lengths one uses this length (3 zhang) and when 
measuring heights one uses this height (1 zhang). 

Furthermore, in Mao Heng ;:§~'s commentary on the line "100 du [of walls] all 
arose" (am-~1'F) in the Shijing ~*l, "Xiaoya: Hongyan" 1J"1al · i:\iHi, it says "1 zhang 
is called a ban, and 5 ban are called a du," while Zheng Xuan's commentary on this 
reads: 

In the Chunqiu [Gongyang] zhuan it says, "5 ban are called a du, and 5 du are 
called a zhi." Since the length of a zhi is 3 zhang, [the length of] a ban is 6 chi. 

As is explained by Jiao Xun 1/f!;1fifi and Sun Yirang, Mao Heng equates 1 ban with 1 
zhang, resulting in 1 zhi = 3 du, while Zheng Xuan equates 1 ban with 6 chi, resulting 
in 1 zhi = 5 du, but they are in agreement insofar that they both define a wall of 1 zhi 
as being 3 zhang long and 1 zhang high. Furthermore, the equivalents 1 ban = 8 chi 
and 1 zhi = 5 du = 4 zhang given by Xu Shen on the basis of the Dadai liji and Hanshi 
waizhuan differ only with respect to the length of the ban and reflect the same basic 
way of thinking, a fact that is made quite clear when he goes on to state that, 
according to the Zhouli and Zuozhuan, a wall of 1 zhi is 3 zhang long and 1 zhang high 
and that the length and height of city walls are to be measured on the basis of this 
basic unit. 

He Xiu's gloss, on the other hand, presents a marked contrast to the above 
interpretations. That is to say, even if we accept his definition of 1 ban as 8 chi, his 
equivalents 1 du = 5 ban = 4 zhang and 1 zhi = 5 du = 20 zhang indicate that he has 
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increased only the horizontal length fivefold, twenty-fivefold, and so on, thereby 
resulting in a considerable difference in size to the order of one when compared 
with other commentators. To wit, assuming that the width of a ban is uniformly 2 chi 
while its length varies from 6 chi to 8 chi or 1 zhang, proper consideration of the 
actual procedures followed in the tamped-earth method of construction, whereby 
successive layers of tamped earth are built on top of each other in units 1 ban in 
length, would suggest that the du represents a block unit incorporating a certain 
fixed height. Therefore, He Xiu's interpretation, which ignores the process of 
raising layer upon layer of tamped earth in a vertical direction and defines the du by 
simply quintupling the length of the ban in a horizontal direction, is fundamentally 
untenable. For the sake of brevity and to facilitate the reader's understanding, the 
representative interpretations of these units of measurement are shown in Fig. 2. 
According to Xu Yan 1i~ of the Tang, He Xiu's gloss is based on the Chunqiu shuo 
*f)(mt, while the Gongyang zhuan zhu 0$1'¥± quoted in the Chuxueji *JJ*!~ 24, 
':Juchubu: chengguo" n§"~tr~ • ~l~ reads as follows (with an almost identical 
passage, this time attributed to the Gongyang zhuan, appearing in the Taiping yul,an -;k._ 

lp-fij_l: 192, ':Juchubu" 20: "Cheng"~ 1): 

~~z~+•. -~-- 0~~-- .li •. ~~li(+J•. -~-- (Thea~ 
xueji and Taipingyul,an omit the characters+ and -f- respectively.)25) 

The walls of the Son of Heaven's city are 1,000 zhi [long] and 7 zhi high; those 
of a duke or marquis are 100 zhi [long] and 5 zhi high; and those of a viscount 
or baron are 50 zhi [long] and 3 zhi high. 

It is thus probably no coincidence that He Xiu's gloss makes no reference to the 
elevation of the city walls. 

However, although it is to Watanabe's credit that he took special note of the 
correspondence between 1 ban and 8 chi, his rejection of the views of Zheng Xuan 
and others as being merely academic and his identification of 1 zhi with 200 chi on 
the basis of He Xiu's gloss are probably unwarranted. There is, namely, still scope 
for further examination of whether or not "a city of 100 zhi" actually refers to a city 
that was 25 zhi square (= 2 li 233 bu 2 chi) and also whether or not statements such 
as "[a city with] inner walls of 3 li and outer walls of 7 li" (~£z~. ~£Zl~) in 
Mengzi ~~ II.B describe the entire circumference of the city walls. This is because 
although the interpretation of the length of city walls and other structures when 
there is no indication as to whether the measurements refer to only one side or the 
entire circumference is a perennial problem in the fields of architectural and urban 
history that is not restricted to the pre-Qin period, and although further 
investigations are necessary, there are passages that would seem to preserve early 
forms of explicit references in this regard-e.g., "The capital cities constructed by 
artisans and engineers are 9 li square and have three gates on each side" (Kaogongji: 
lfr.A*lil· 1Jn£. ~~F~); " ... [a state of] 60 or 70 [li] square, or even of 50 or 60" 
(Lunyu fnii.g. XI: 7JA~+. ~OliA+); "[Is it true that] the park of King Wen was 70 
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t u c i 3 zhzng E~i---~-,-r II Mao Heng and Du Yu 1 ban= 1 zhang X 2 clu . ~ 
I ~-±- ban · I 1 du=5 ban=! zhang X 1 zhang , i 

j';: ~ du - 1 zhi= 3 du= 3 zhang X 1 zhang + =l-+----t---i--7 ~ ~ ·--+---~ ~ 

~ [_I--n-g~IL.-:-,,~1==}.z~ha;n~ ~ t z 3zhzng-- . ~ 
Xu Xhen and Kong Yin da ----=--~'=__:__-i--- 1 ban=8 chi X 2 c~i~,.... 
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1

-+---,,---+--t--,-:--, -+-1~6-::ich~~ 1--8 chi ' __ 6 chi-t- " ~ ___ 4 zhang , 
5 

zhi= 5 du= 3 zhang 
He Xiu I I j~~~± ___ J I 7/ -- -,-- I ~ +- -

du du du du 

C'l ❖ 
-+
❖ 

IT 
~~ 
~ ❖ ·-....-
7~~ ~J ldul 1-11 

r8 chi-+- ,,-+-- ,, -+- ,, ----+-8 chi:=-1 ---1------4 zhang= I du _____ ___J_ 1------4 zhang= I du------
200 chi=S du= I zhi 

Fig. 2 Dimensions of ban, du and zhi used in temped-earth method of constructing walls 
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li square" (Mengzi LB: 3t.3:.ZMI. JJ-t+lt!.); "The city walls are 1,720 zhang square 
and the outskirts are 70 li square" (Yi Zhoushu ~fflll=, "Zuoluo" ft:§l: ~JJ-=f--ts= 
+t $~JJ-t+£); "The audience hall is 112 chi square" (ibid., "Mingtang" !:IA'.£:: SA 
'.£:JJs+=R)-and from the Later Han onwards the mode of expression" ... li in 
circumference" (mJOOlt!. or m]ffil/ m]lffl/ mJII/ m]@J/lllml/JJIIIOOll) would 
seem to have come into general usage. 26) 

Meanwhile, the bamboo-slip Shoufa (slips 768-769) contains the following 
passage: 

•~z~. nJJCttJ-t£. ~JJftC£. ~~Jftt ~). ~□ ~) s~. ~ 
~*~ ...... ci~J JJ+n£. ~JJn£. ~~-tt (1!)]). rfu!JfA +~. *~ ...... 
In the case. of a capital city of ten thousand carriages, the outer walls are 2 7 li 
square, the inner walls are 9 li square, the city walls are 9 ren 1vJ (6 zhang 3 chi) 
high, and the moat is 100 bu wide-such are the inner and outer walls of a 
capital city .... [The outer walls] are 15 li square, the inner walls are 5 li square, 
the city walls are 7 ren ( 4 zhang 9 chi) high, and the moat is 80 bu wide-such is 
a large town. 27) 

This appears to tally with the following gradational dimensions given in Xu Shen' s 
Wujing yiyi quoted in the Chuxueji 24: 

xrz~~ft1!JJ. 01l-t1!JJ. 1sn1!JJ. r~=1!JJ. 
The walls of the Son of Heaven's city are 9 ren high, those of a duke or 
marquis are 7 ren, those of an earl are 5 ren, and those of a viscount or baron 
are 3 ren. 

As we have already seen, however, the Shoufa includes passages that closely 
resemble the chapters on the defence of cities in the Mozi, and I am of the view that, 
when we take into account the fact that much of the extant sections of Chapter 52 is 
muddled and contains many lacunae, it would be natural to assume that Chapter 
52 too originally contained a passage of similar import to the above passage from 
the Shoufa which was subsequently lost. 

In the above passage from the Shoufa, the section on the different grades of 
cities below the capital city is incomplete, but it can be readily surmised from what 
follows that it refers to "large towns" (daxian *~), "medium towns" (zhongxian q=i 

~), and "small towns" (xiaoxian 1J"~), and it could be further conjectured that the 
height of the walls of these four grades of cities was 9 ren (63 chi), 7 ren (49 chi), 5 ren 
(35 chi), and 3 ren (21 chi) respectively.28) Assuming that this was indeed so, then the 
reference to "city walls of 3 zhang 5 chi" in Chapter 52 coincides with the height of 
the city walls of a "medium town," the third of the four grades of cities mentioned 
in the Shoufa. It could likewise be surmised that the inner walls of such a city were 3 
li square and the outer walls 9 li square, and the surface area within the inner walls 
would then tally with the statement at the very end of Chapter 71 that "for every 
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ten thousand households, the city is three li square." The height of the walls is 
somewhat less than the 5 zhi given as the standard measure for the height of the 
gate to a royal palace in the Kaogongji, ':Jiangren yingguo" (3:.'8F~~iiJZ$1J1iJl) or the 
walls of the royal capitals of the Warring States period, but it still does not represent 
a difference of a full order in area and height. Moreover, the relevant passage in 
Chapter 52 describes procedures for reinforcing the outer face of the city walls in 
order to protect the main body of the walls, and it is stated that this should be done 
so as to be able to protect at the very least city walls of 3 zhang 5 chi. 

Since the second half of the Shoufa is missing, we must refrain from indulging 
in any further speculation. To sum up, the cities on which Chapter 52 and 
subsequent chapters of the Mozi are predicated belong, I believe, to a relatively 
smaller class among the cities of the Warring States period, although they were not 
as small as was assumed by Watanabe. To enable readers to judge for themselves, 
details of the sizes of cities d~scribed in the sources quoted so far, including 
information not only on their surface area but also on the height and width of their 
walls and the size of their moats, are provided in Table 2. 

Considerable mention has already been made of the structure and size of the 
city walls themselves in connection with the size of cities, and a comparison with 
technological treatises of later times has also been made in Table 2 with regard to 
wall height, batter, base width and upper width. Next, as for building materials, the 
walls themselves were constructed of tamped earth (hangtu ~±), while the 
structures erected on top of the walls are thought to have been wooden, and bricks 
too were presumably used for dressing the inner and outer faces and for the coping. 
There are no explicit references to such matters in the Mozi, but Chapter 52.66 
contains the following passage: 

R£~ (U) *· EE, ~~~(fil)~z~~- ~(m) LZ. ~~%~~-
Timber, tiles and stones from people's homes and everything serviceable for 
the defence of the city are to be handed in, and those who do not obey orders 
are to be executed. 

We similarly read in Chapter 70.26: 

~aR£U*, E, ~MER. -~~. ~*- ~-~•- ~~W. 
Inspect all the timber, tiles and stones for hurling down on beseigers in 
people's homes, and record their length and size. If an inspection is not made 
when it should have been, then the official responsible is to be punished. 

This is similar in purport to the following instructions found in the Shangjun shu "rmt\" 
:;:, "Bingshou pian" ¾q•= 

Pull down the beams, tear down the houses, transport whatever can be 
transported to the city, and bum what cannot be transported. 29) 
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Shoufa 
Capital city of 10,000 
carriages 
Large town 

Medium town 

Small town 
Mozi 
Chap. 52 

Chap. 71 

Kaogongji, 
"Jiangren yingguo" 

Chunqiu Gongyang Zhuan 
(He Xiu's commentany) 
Son of Heaven 

Duke or marquis 

Baron 

Mengzill.B 

Taiboyin Jing 

Yingzao fashi 

Mozi, Chap. 52 
Large (superior trench) 
Medium (medium trench) 
Small (inferior trench) 

Table 2 Comparative Table of City Walls According to Various Sources 
Size of City Moat City of Wall 

Outer Walls Inner Walls Width/Depth Height Upper Width Lower Width Batter 

[27) li square 9 li square 100 buwide 9 ren 

(48,600 chi/10.94km) (16,200 chi/3.62km) (600 chi/135m) (63 chi/14.2m) 
15 li square 5 li square 80 buwide 7 ren 

(27,000 chi/6.08km) (9,000 chi/2.03km) (480 chi/108m) (49 chi/I 1.09m) 
[9 li square] [3 li square] [60 bu wide] [5 ren] 

(16,200 chi/3.65km) (5,400 chi/l.22km) (360 chi/Sim) (35 chi/7.88km) 
[3 li square] [1 li square] [40 bu wide] [3 ren] 

3 zhang 5 chi 3 bu-4 bu [ex. 27 chi 1/10 
(7.88m) (18--24 chi/4.1-5.4m) -37.5 chi] 1/4 

3 li square 
(5,400 chi/l.22km) 

9 li square 3 chi deep City wall corner: 9 zhi 1 sixth 

(16,200 chi/3.65km) (0.68m) (90 chi/20.3m) 
Palace comer: 7 zhi 

(70 chi/15.Sm) 
Palace gate: 5 zhi 

(50 chz/1 l.3m) 

1,000 zhi 7 zhi 
(30,000 chi/6.75km) (70 chi/15.Sm) 

[200,000 chi/45.0km] [unknown] 
[27.8 li square/11.25km] 

100 zhi 5 zhi 
(3,000 chi/0.68km) (50 chi/11.3m) 
(2,000 chi/4.5km) [unknown] 

[2. 78 li square/ 1.13km] 
50zhi 3 zhi 

(1,500 chi/0.34km) (30 chi/6.Sm) 
[10,000 chi/2.25km] [unknown] 

[1.38 li square/0.56kml 
7 li 3 li 

(12,600 chi/2.84km) (5,400 chi/l.22km) 
2 chi wide(6.2m) 5 zhang 12.5 chi 25 chi 6.25 chi( 1/8) 
I chi deep(3.lm) (15.6m) (3.9m) (7.8m) (1.9m) 

Chourenqiang: 40 chi 40 chi 60 chi 1/4 
1/8 

1 side=500 bu (3,000 chi/0.68km) 
1 side=300 bu (1,800 chi/0.4lkm) 
1 side= 150 bu (900 chi/0.20km) 
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It will have been noticed that tiles are mentioned, although only as materiel for 
preparing to defend a city against seige. Meanwhile, when describing the 
fortification of the residences of leaders of squads of ten and one hundred soldiers, 
Chapter 52.56 states: 

1l 1t $ ~~ ~~. J:)J£fli1lz. 
Again, have the soldiers quickly erect rampart walls, and cover the roof with 
tiles. 

Along with the following passage in Chapter 70.59, this would suggest that 
roofs were as a rule tiled: 

*szffi£,~11L ffizt.l[. ~~J\~E~ (f9£) ffiJ:.. 
The walls of the guardhouse for hostages must be threefold, and in order to 
fortify each ring of walls, place tiles on top of all the walls and plaster them 
with mud. 

A passage similar in content to Chapter 52.66 quoted above is also found in 
the Shoufa ( slips 810-811): 

nff*~~tt (ffi)ffi&*A~~~* ~). ~~M~~~•mz. ~~•~ffi. 
The buildings and walls of government offices and the fixtures of 
householders' buildings that are of use for defending the city are to be all 
requisitioned, and those who diso hey are to be executed. 

Similarly, slip 812 has: 

&E&~E, ■ (~$(~), ~(~) ~ (B)~~T. ~~®-&. ~~z 
~ill. 
Pile stones, broken tiles, bricks, and caltrops at the base of the city walls, 
placing one pile every 100 bu. This serves as material for fortifying the walls. 

Again, in slips 807-808 we read: 

&*E&E~~J:.. -~)$ (~) zm*E4~J:.. &TAE+. 
Pile large tiles and stones on top of the city walls. The weight of the bricks 
should be all more than 5 dou 4, and each person must have no less than 
fifty. 

These passages clearly show that the requisitioned tiles and stones were not only set 
aside for defensive purposes, but were also used as material for the construction of 
fortifications. 30) As is indicated by the editors of the Shoufa, the characters lingpi 
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11~* have presumably been used for lingpi ~!i.~, with regard to which reference can 

be made to the Erya ffl~, "Shi gong" lis (with Guo Pu ~f:l's commentary): 

Lingdi ~RM ('tiles') are called pi ~- (These are luzhuan D.fi ['paving tiles']. 

Nowadays [in the Jin s dynasty] in the Jiangdong rr~ region they are called 

lingpi ~!i.~.)31 ) 

As I have pointed out elsewhere, these correspond to the baked bricks (zhuan :f:f) or 

sun-dried bricks (Ji ~) of later times. 32) The Han slips from J uyan contain numerous 

expressions such as zhiji it~ ('brick-making') and anji ~~ ('bricklaying'), as well 

as references to their measurements (~/JV\ i', IJ*i', :RRJ\ i': "bricks are 8 cun 

wide, 6 cun thick, and 1 chi 8 cun long"), 33) and these are all thought to refer to sun

dried bricks. Chapters 52 and 70 in the Mozi contain no explicit references to 

bricks, but a number of terms that have baffled previous commentators may be 

related to them. In Chapter 52.94 we read: 

11T. =3t-. ::k5f1Jt!iZ. 
Lingding are placed every 3 zhang in such a way that they interlock. 

Cen Zhongmian speculates that lingding 11T may be a phonetic variant of lingpi ~a 
~,34) and since this follows the instruction to "make fires with brushwood on the 

outside and inside of the walls" (<.i:tl11i-17'J. J:J~fM-ffi:), the above passage may be 

tentatively considered to refer to a type of parapet constructed of bricks. Next, 

Chapter 52. 7 4 contains the following passage: 

%~. -~~~~-· T■~~~l7'J. ~)tE, &3t=. -~%~. *%~h~± 
it ~M~±JI. 
With linger make a two-storeyed tower attached to the city walls. Below it and 

inside the outer parapet of the wall dig a hole 1 zhang 5 chi deep and 1 zhang 2 

chi wide. In the case of a tower made of linger, have all the strong men deal 

with the enemy and have those skilled in archery shoot arrows. 

In view of the fact that in clerical script ( lishu itJHI=) the character er ~ bears a close 

resemblance to the character wa If. ('tile'),35) the linger%~ alluded to here may 

also be linked to the aforementioned lingpi, and since this passage describes 

emergency defence procedures, it could be interpreted as describing rushed 

construction work using baked bricks. 

Next, let us consider defence works along the top of the city walls. The term die 

:l"_t that has appeared already in Chapter 52.73 quoted earlier (%tMf:~. ,.@jj_~±_l) 

denotes the parapet along the top of a wall, and it was also called the 'woman's 

wall' (nuqiang -t,Jf). The entry for the sixth year of Duke Xiang 110 in the Zuozhuan 

contains the statement "They built an earthen mound around the city walls and 

reached the parapets," and in his commentary Du Yu t±fl equates 'parapet' (die) 
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with 'woman's wall' (nuqiang). 36) Similarly, the 'peepers' (Pini 1*fil) described in 

Chapter 52.34 also refer to the parapets: 

1*fil/Jf=::R. ~=Rn-t. 
The peepers are 3 chi wide and 2 chi 5 cun high. 

The clearest explanation of these terms is probably provided by Liu Xi JU!¥~ in his 

Shiming ~,~, "Shi gongshi" ~f'g~ (edited by Bi Yuan): 

-------

The wall along the top of the city walls is called pini 1*fil· This refers to the fact 

that one can peep through its holes at untoward happenings. It is also called pi 

~$, i.e., pi 1-W- ('helper'). This refers to the fact that it helps or supplements the 

height of the walls. It is also called nuqiang :tc#i ('woman's wall'). This refers to 

the fact that it is low and small in comparison with the main wall, just like a 

woman in comparison with a man. It is also called die ±_l, and this draws on the 

meaning of 'piling up'. 37) 

~ 
4 

00 ill:. 

forr~ 
19:..·~ 

Although belonging to a later period, reference 

should be made to the accompanying illustration 

of an 'enemy tower' (dilou iNitlf) or balcony given 

in the Wujing zongyao :mJU!~ of the Northern 

Song (Fig. 3). In passing, it might also be noted 

that the passage in Chapter 52.50 read by Cen 

Zhongmian as 1i < + > (fir) tv--±,l. r~~1C . 
.:::R rrff-. ("Place a parapet every 5 bu, and at its 

base make a torch hole every 3 chi.") must be 

emended as follows in accordance with Sun 

Yirang's punctuation, since it is highly unlikely 

that parapets would have been placed only at 

intervals of 5 bu (30 chi): ~J:.z 11. ······, 1W:1l, 
~□ (~), m@. ffln+tv--. ~r~~1e. =R 
rrff-~iR~. 3sJ 

Fig. 3 City wall, from Wujing 
zongyao 1.12 

The Mozi makes mention of both die and pini, 
and in the Shoufa (slips 796-797) we find the 

following reference: 

ji.~ (±_l) ~-t:R. rg~ (±.t) ~ll9R. ji.~ (±.t) f!l!±Jl······ 
The outer parapets are 7 chi high and the inner parapets are 4 chi high. The 

outer parapets .... 

Because the rest of the sentence is missing, it is unclear whether the final pini ±$±JG 

describes the appearance of the outer parapets, is another designation for the outer 

parapets, or forms part of a longer compound, as for instance in the case of the 
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watchtowers, which also functioned as belfries, that were placed at intervals of 50 bu 
along the top of the city walls of Luoyang t~~ during the Northern Wei ~l::Wl and 
were called piniwu 6-'6.Jl~. 39) It is at any rate evident from this fragment that in 
ancient times the outer parapets were higher than the inner parapets, and this 
coincides with the structure of extant portions of the Great Wall and walls of district 
towns. The statement in Chapter 52.34 cited earlier that they were "3 chi wide and 
2 chi 5 cun high" suggests far smaller parapets, but the word 'wide' (guang JJf) used 
here could refer not to the width of one of the raised merlons as seen in later 
illustrations, but to the thickness of the parapet. 

The 'woman's wall' is invariably referred to in military and technical manuals 
of later times, and a general description is found, for instance, in thejingkang chaoye 
qianyan houxu ~~f}lff~s1iff- (Shoucheng lu ~:½xii 1), in which Chen Gui ~tm 
describes how he defended the city of De' an ~~ from Jin :i: forces in Jingkang ~ 
~ 2 ( 112 7), the final year of the Northern Song dynasty: 

The system of constructing walls: On top of the walls be sure to build 
battlements (niltouqiang :R"~]ffi). Between the merlons (niltou :R"~]) erect well
sweeps (goujiaomu 8'llJJ]/;IJ*: 'dogleg pole') and hang bamboo screens between 
each pair of merlons. By this means one can, however, intercept only arrows 
fired by bows, and it is difficult to intercept missiles and stones. Alternatively, 
make flat parapets (jJingtouqiang 215-~lffi) without any screens and leave sets of 
three square eyelets (kongyan ~HK) arranged in the shape of the character pin ifli 
near the base. These resemble battlements and are extremely useful. 40) 

A similar but more detailed description appears in Chen Gui' s Shoucheng jiyao ~f,qx 

~~' according to which the battlements were formerly built in the shape of the 
character shan LU ('mountain'), and he also gives the dimensions of the eyelets or 
apertures made in the flat parapets.41 ) It is thus clear that by this time the term 
'woman's wall' generally referred to a parapet with raised merlons as depicted in 
Fig. 3, and it is possible that there was a similar distinction in ancient times in the 
usage of the terms die and pini. 

A further example of the usage of the term die may be seen in this passage 
from Chapter 52.74: 

:½x~~-- (~). ~~~- (00~~- ■~00. ~~ER. M~-- ey~~~~ 
Ji)(. 
On the inside of the city walls erect another parapet, thus making the [original] 
inner parapet the outer parapet. In between them dig a hole 1 zhang 5 chi deep, 
fill it with firewood and cover it, and then set it alight in response to an attack 
by the enemy. 

This passage follows on from the description of the city gates quoted at the start of 
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Section II below, and since it describes an emergency defensive measure carried 

out while retreating behind the city walls in the face of an enemy assault, it should 

not be necessary to discuss it here in the context of full-scale construction 

procedures. If, however, as is suggested by Makino Kenjiro, it describes the hasty 

construction of additional ramparts ·and parapets inside the city walls ( cf. Fig. 11 ), 

then it may provide a hint for understanding the peculiar construction technique 

employed in the recently excavated city walls of Handan, the royal capital of Zhao 

in Hebei, where tiles have been laid directly on the surface of a tiered earthen wall 

inside the main walls (the original number of tiers being unknown).42) 

We also know that there were stairways ( bi ~~) on top of the city walls, for in 

Chapter 52.35 we read: 

~~~=Rn (-tJ. !Jt:&!e-=:R. ~ 01?) /Jt!e-~R. 
The stairs are 2 chi 5 [cun] high, 3 chi wide and long, and (the paths?) are each 

6 chi wide. 

One text reads ~n!f for ~-, but since this does not make sense, I tentatively follow 

Sun Yirang in regarding the character ~ as an error for il[. 43) In the Shuowen mix, bi 

~~ is defined as a staircase for climbing to a higher level, and here I wish to clarify 

some points that previous scholars have failed to note. Firstly, this passage follows 

on from descriptions of the wall's upper width (Sect. 33) and the 'peepers' (Sect. 

34 ), and it may therefore be assumed to describe small stairways that led to various 

installations along the top of the walls. Hence, the height of 2.5 chi (approx. 56 cm) 

and the width of 3 chi (approx. 68 cm) probably refer to the height of the riser and 

the width of the tread of each step, resulting in a gradient of 39.8°. Both the height 

of the riser and the gradient are considerably steeper than in the case of ordinary 

buildings, presumably because the stairs served a defensive purpose, and they call 

to mind the Great Wall at the highest section of the Badaling J\:il~ ridge. 

Meanwhile, in Chapter 52.41 we read: 

~Ln+~-j!!~. ~=R:n-t. :&+~. 
On top of the city walls there is a staircase from the road every fifty bu; it is 2 

chi 5 cun high and 10 bu long. 

The dao ili ('road') of daobi ili~~ is understood to refer to the road encircling the city 

walls, alluded to in the following passages: "On the perimeter road below the city 

walls there is a pile offirewood every 100 bu" (Chap. 52.45: ~r1'1-1 (ffiJ) 5!!1798~ 

-llJH); "The perimeter road outside the moat below the city walls is 8 bu wide" 

(Chap. 58.1: ~179!'[j}ffi]5!!1J{J\~-this passage will be reconsidered at the end of 

the next section); and "Below the defenders' hall build a large tower that is high 

and overlooks the city walls, and below the hall there is a perimeter pathway" 

(Chap. 70.35: ~1ltr~7({t. ~Ii;~. 1ltrffi1'1fxil!). Therefore, the above quotation 

would appear to be referring to stairways that gave access to the top of the walls 
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from the road below. Stairways or ramps such as these can be seen even today at 
various points along the Great Wall and in the extant walls of district towns ( e.g., 
Pingyao ZfS-:ii in Shanxi WEB). Recently there was discovered at the site of an 
ancient city at Shixianggou P~i# near Yanshi 11Hffl, dating from the Yin ~l 
dynasty, a sloping path for horses built of tamped earth, 3-4 metres wide and 30 
metres long, that was attached to the inside of the second gate on the west side and 
joined the road around the inside of the city walls, and so one cannot completely 
discount the possibility that something along these lines is meant by the above 
quotation. 44) But in either case the statement that it was "10 bu long" (60 chi or 
approx. 13.5 m) would be a reference to its entire length, and assuming that the 
figure of 2 chi 5 cun for the height is correct, then this can only be interpreted as 
indicating the height of the risers, for if it referred to the overall height of the 
stairway or ramp, it would result in an overly gentle gradient of only 0.04 (1/25).45) 

II. The City Gates and 'Temporary Walls' 

Some comparatively detailed descriptions of city gates have been preserved in 
the Mozi, probably because they were of the greatest importance when defending 
the city walls. In Chapter 52.74 two types of gates (guimen ~F~ andguomen f~M) are 
described: 

*~:tli~~r~. !Jtll9R. ~i~r~. :¥~F~1:EJ}. ~~- .12Uri*~r~. ~~*- *lfx 
J::j~. ~$r (!r) ~~- ~ (%) ~IJr~J:JJ&~. i~~J'I-. .l:_Mi:&zz. 1$f~~o~$~ 
(~). 
For the main wall make a guimen 1 zhang 5 chi high with the leaves of the gate 4 
chi wide. Also make a guomen. The guomen is on the outside. Make a gate bolt 
and attach two pieces of timber to the gate; holes are bored into the timber, 
and they are connected by ropes to the parapet on top of the wall. Make a 
ditch and place a drawbridge across it, cutting off the city by means of a 
planked bridge or else keeping it open to the outside. Slope the bridge and 
cover it with planks; its slope depends on the terrain surrounding the city. 

Since the height of the city walls given earlier was 3 zhang 5 chi, the guimen 
described here cannot have been a large gate representing the main city gate. 
According to the Erya, "Shi gong," 

palace gates are called wei Iii, and small ones are called gui ~, 46) 

and in the Shuowen we read: 

Gui is a gate that stands alone. It is round at the top and square at the bottom, 
and there are some that resemble the gui * in shape. 47) 
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Originally the guimen would thus appear to have been a small gate "round at the top 

and square at the bottom" similar to the keyhole-shaped entrance cut out of the 

lower section on the east side of the north wall of a decorated stone tomb of the 

Later Han at Chang' an in Raining #i~ district, Zhejiang i1JrrI, 48l and, as has been 

demonstrated by Zhang Lianggao 5:1Ht$:, it probably corresponds to the guiyu *~ 
or small door referred to in the Liji ffUc., "Ruxing pian" 1f1Hr• (11~ -pjj\zs, ffl~ 
Z~, ¥F~*~). 49l According to the Shuowen, there was also a variant form of the 

guimen that had a triangular extension at the top resembling in shape the jade vessel 

known as the gui *· The city gate depicted in the cave murals of the Northern Zhou 

~t)W] on Maijishan 1Hl Ill in Tianshui :::RJ.k district, Gansu, has a gateway with a 

triangular top, and this is thought to preserve the original form of the guimen. The 

city gates in the Tang murals of the Mogao Caves ~~m in Dunhuang fjdi, the city 

gate of Bianliang ff~ during the Northern Song as depicted in the "Zhongxing 

zhenying tu" r:pWiiifi~lll by Xiao Zhao jftfrn~ of the Southern Song f:r:J*, and the city 

gate to be seen in the "Pingjiangtu" -zis--iIIII stele of the Southern Song all have a 

piece shaped like a pedestal above the entranceway, and these could all be vestiges 

of the earlier gui-like shape. In addition, Chapter 52.92 has the following reference 

to the guimen: 

~~ r~. ~ r~m~. "-T1' 1iJ J:J/e· § M-ti1. 
Make a guimen. The guimen has two doors, and make them so that they can be 

both closed automatically. 

A similar passage is also found in Chapter 52.47 with reference to the guimen 

serving as the gateway in the walls surrounding a blockhouse or post (ting~). 

Next, the guomen :nr~ also mentioned in the above passage from Chapter 

52.74 appears to correspond, to state my conclusion first, to what in later times was 

called the 'jar wall' (wengcheng ~:½x) or 'sheep-horse wall' (yangmacheng $,~:½x). The 

Shoujufa ~f§}t: quoted in the Tongdian W~ contains the following instructions: 

Outside the city walls on all four sides construct another small dividing wall 

inside the moat and 10 bu (60 chi) from the city walls. It should be 6 chi thick 

with a parapet on top. This is called the 'sheep-horse wall' .50) 

Similarly, irt Li Quan's Taibo yinjing 3, "Zhucheng pian" 43 we read: 

The 'sheep-horse wall' is built inside the city's moat, and it is 8 chi high up to 

the parapet on top of the wall. 51 ) 

Elsewhere, in "Fengsuitai pian" 1:l:.t';iS:• 46, Li Quan recommends that such 

'sheep-horse walls' be constructed around beacon towers (fengsuitai ·tl~S:).52) In 

addition, the Wujing zongyao gives a more detailed explanation: 
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Outside the city gates build a 'jar wall'. Outside the 'jar wall' and about 30 
bu ( 180 chi) from the main walls dig a moat and lay a drawbridge across it. On 
the inner bank of the moat erect a 'sheep-horse wall' approximately 10 bu (60 
chi) from the main walls. On top of all the walls there should be parapets, and 
construct 'horse faces' (i.e., bastions) every 10 bu .... 

The 'sheep-horse wall' should be less than 1 zhang and more than 8 chi high. 
On one side open a gate such that it is on the opposite side to that of the 'jar 
wall'. If the gate of the 'jar wall' is on the left, the gate of the 'sheep-horse wall' 
is on the right. The parapet should be about 5 chi high. The width of the moat 
is determined according to the local terrain, but the main thing is to make it 
wide on the surface and narrow at the bottom, and in depth it should reach the 
underground water level. If it makes it difficult for arrows and missiles to reach 
the city, then it is fine .... 

On top of the 'jar wall' install lookout hoards (zhanpeng ft\tffi}j), making them 
in the same form as 'enemy towers', while their size is determined by the width 
of the wall. If the city is in hill country, take due account of the surrounding 
terrain and erect another wall (viz. 'jar wall') in the vicinity of the main walls 
and in conformity with the contours of the hills, connecting it to the main 
walls. Be sure to erect it on high ground, and again dig a moat on the outside. 
Alternatively, erect beacon towers between the two walls and use them for 
keeping watch on distant movements .... 53) 

According to this description, the wall constructed inside the city walls is the 
'sheep-horse wall' and that on the outside the 'jar wall', but in the Shoujufa and 
Taibo yirtjing quoted earlier the latter is referred to as 'sheep-horse wall', and this 
may be assumed to have been its original designation. At any rate, both were small 
gates attached to the city gate in the main walls. The illustration given in the Wujing 
zongyao with the caption "Structure of Walls" ("Chengzhi" :½x:ffi'IJ) depicts what the 
same work refers to as the 'jar wall' or barbican (Fig. 4), and it is similar to the 

------.....:.-
((d;~~~·-:~;: --·~-

-,~.: ~t ;i.1tfefiJ{ii/: 
Fig. 4 'Jar wall', from Wujing zongyao I. I 2 
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barbican gateway called masugata ~% in Japan. There are in fact several extant 
examples of this type of structure, although they date from later times. One of the 
more famous is the Pan Gate fiM in Suzhou iHl'l,Jiangsu ¥I~, which consisted of 
two land gates and two water gates, with the land gates taking the form of 'jar 

walls', and the lower part of the gates and the 
city walls have survived (Fig. 5).54) A 'jar wall' 
can also be seen in the city walls of Pingyao, 
Shanxi, which have been restored in recent 
years, and further examples may be found in 
district towns such as Qufu HE¥ in Shandong. 
These have all lost their gate-towers, but the 
Xizhi Gate PE@F~ of Beijing ~rEC's Inner City, 
built during the Qj.ng dynasty, survived in its 

Fig. 5 'Jar wall' of Pan Gate, Suzhou, original state with wall-tower, barbican gate-
Jiangsu tower (jianlou iuffl:), and walls until after the 

Fig. 6 'Jar wall' of Xizhi Gate, Inner City, Beijing 

Communist liberation (Fig. 6). The Zhengyang Gate .:iUJF~, popularly known as 
the Fore Gate (Qj.anmen lWF~), was constructed in 1906, and although its barbican, 
two side gates, and walls have since been dismantled, the wall-tower and gate-tower 
remain, while the gate-tower and part of the barbican walls of the Desheng Gate 
~ijf F~ have also been preserved. 55) 

In an early study of the 'jar wall' or barbican, Kato Shigeru :fJOni~ took up for 
consideration the 'jar wall' of Bianliang (Kaifeng ~!t), capital of the Northern 
Song, and on the subject of its origins he wrote:"lt seems to have been first built 
during the Sui ~ and Tang in the northern frontier regions as a defence against the 
Northern Barbarians, and it was during the Song dynasty that it came to be erected 
in the cities of the interior."56) In Chinese archaeological circles there are many 
who consider the 'jar wall' and 'sheep-horse wall' to have proliferated during the 
Tang and Song dynasties, and there have even been instances in which the 
discovery of a 'jar wall' has been used as a yardstick for determining the date of the 
remains of which it forms a part. But both literary evidence and the results of recent 
archaeological excavations suggest that this view is in need of considerable 
modification. 
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Firstly, a well-known example of the actual construction of a 'jar wall' is that at 
Kaifeng during the Northern Song. The Dongjing menghua lu *~~-if 1 describes 
it as follows: 

The city gates were all 'jar walls' with three-storeyed gate-towers, and the roads 
leading to the gates were winding. However, the Nanxun Gate 1¥IiiF~, 
Xinzheng Gate flr!!SF~, Xinsong Gate flr*M and Fengqiu Gate !t JiF~ alone 
were all approached directly and were two-storeyed. This was because they 
were the main gates and the imperial route passed through them. 57) 

Among the city gates of Kaifeng, archaeological excavations in recent years 
have revealed the remains of the N anxun Gate, Xinzheng Gate, W ansheng Gate ;liit 
JmF~, Xincao Gate tJr•r~ and Bianho Dongshui Gate Yf7PJJl{1](F~, and in each case 
a rectangular or semicircular 'jar wall' has been discovered.58) But literary sources 
provide earlier examples than these. As has been pointed out by Wang Wencai ± 
:x::t,59) the Chuangzhu luocheng Ji ilJ~fUUUc by Wang Hui ±1ff contains the 
following reference to the outer walls (luocheng •:½JG) of Chengdu !vtW in Sichuan [9 

JII during the Tang dynasty: 

It is a total of 25 li around the south, north, east and west sides, and there are 8 
li in the form of protective gates for repelling the enemy. The height of their 
walls is about 2 zhang 6 chi, and on top of them were built towers and corridors 
totalling 5,680Jian l\~.60) 

This tallies with Du Guangting t±J't~'s Shenxian ganyu zhuan ffi$1UJ~~{J, according 
to which in the eighth month of Qianfu fU~ 3 (876), 

they constructed outer walls for the first time, and together with the barbicans 
(yongmen ~F~) for repelling the enemy they were 32 li. 61 ) 

This is considered to be the first recorded reference to a 'jar wall'. According to the 
Chuangzhu yangmacheng Ji i1J~$Jt:½!Gic by Li Hao $:!R, the walls of Chengdu were 
later repaired in Tiancheng ::R!vt 2 (926) of the Later Tang fin!f during the Five 
Dynasties n ft period, and a 'sheep-horse wall' was added to the new walls with a 
circumference of 42 li. 62) 

Additionally, in Chen Gui'sjingkang chaoye qianyan houxu the city defences of 
De' an are described as follows: 

Behind the city walls dig the ground at their base and make a deep, wide moat. 
Several zhang back from the moat construct another rear wall and make it face 
the old city gate, but build no more gates. Two or 3 li along the moat at the 
base of the newly built wall open a gate in the new wall, thereby preventing 
people from going straight to the main walls. Also ensure that people cannot 
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climb onto the new walls from the banks of the moat behind the city walls. 
One must walk 2 or 3 li along the bottom of the wall before one can enter the 
city gate. By doing this, even if the enemy should try to fill in the moat, they 
will be able to do no more than fill in the rear moat. If they wish to enter the 
gate, they must walk along the banks of the rear moat below the new wall, and 
because those on top of the wall will be able to look right down on the enemy 
to see who they are, they will be unable to carry out their assault. This is a fatal 
situation for the enemy, and on no account will they be able to pass through 
the main gate into the city.63) 

In the classification of the Wujing zongyao quoted earlier, this corresponds to a 
'sheep-horse wall' built inside the city walls. 

As examples of ancient sites with 'jar walls' uncovered by archaeological 
excavations, mention must be made first of the defensive walls (chengzhang ~~!) at 
Wulijigaole ,~jJr!f~f}J and Qjngkulun wJ.f 1i in the Chaoge ifMi banner, Inner 
Mongolia (Fig. 7).64) Both of these have a projection outside the city wall's east gate 
that is shaped like an inverted L and is thought to have served as a barbican. The 
only relic useful for dating purposes that has been discovered at these sites is an 
earthenware bowl that was found in the topsoil at Wulijigaole, and since the style of 
this cord-marked piece of pottery is considered by the authors of the excavation 
report to belong to the Han dynasty, the remains of the defensive wall itself can 
also, I believe, be considered to date from Han times. In the past the existence of a 
'jar wall' or 'sheep-horse wall' has often been cited as evidence for dating sites to 
the Tang dynasty and later, but there would not appear to be very clear-cut grounds 
for doing so. Of a different type are the remains of a beacon tower at Majuanwan -~ 
!lilit in Dunhuang, Gansu,65) the company headquarters of Jiaqu Ef3~ in Juyan, 
Gansu, beacon tower 4 atJiaqu, andJinguan :ili:~ffl Fl, also inJuyan,66) where in 
each case a single thick barrier wall has been erected outside the gate, thereby 
deliberately creating a narrow, circuitous passageway, and Chu Shibin 1.DamJr has 
suggested that the term huimen @F~ ('turning gate') appearing in the Han bamboo 
text "Houshi guangde zuozui xi" 1~£1::IJHi~~fi (ETP, 57.108) may refer to a 
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Fig. 7 Ground plans of remains of defensive walls at Wulijigaole 
(left) and Qingkulun (right), Chaoge banner, Inner Mongolia 
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similar structure. 67) In spite of the differences between the entrance to a group of 

buildings and a city gate, the principle behind the construction of their access 

passageways is identical, and it is possible to recognize a link between the two types 

of structures, while if one disregards the differences in size, it is not inconceivable 

that the huimen may also have been a type of barbicanlike structure. 

Furthermore, at the site of the ancient city of Bishbalik (Beiting ~t~) near 

Jimsa Gimusar -=s*tiffl) in Xinjiang flri.l, where large numbers of 'horse faces' 

(mamian -~®; see below) were installed, a projecting barbican shaped like an 

inverted L has been discovered along the north wall of the outer walls, and it is 

thought to date from the early Tang (Fig. 8).68) A curved barbican also survives at 

the north gate of the west wall of the outer walls of the ancient city of Gaochang ~ 

~ in Turfan, Xinjiang. 69) In addition, at Y angzhou t~HM in Jiangsu the remains of a 

platform foundation of tamped earth have been discovered outside a gap in the east 

wall where the east gate is initially thought to have been, and according to the 

excavation report, which dates it to the Tang dynasty, "it may have been a structure 

similar in type to the 'jar wall' or 'sheep-horse wall' used for defensive purposes."70) 

City remains at Chengshanzi :½!GLlJ-=f, Tonggouling ffii$\:~ and Majuanzi -~111-=f near 

Dunhua ti1t inJilin -=s* all date from the early years of the kingdom of Bohai ii 
#!, and each has one or two gates in the form of a bar bi can, 71 l and barbicans have 

also been discovered at the sites of former cities of Bohai located in Russia. 72) Of a 

slightly later date are the cities of Raozhou f1HM in Linxi *PB district, Zhaowuda BB 
-~~ league, Liaoning jf~ province, 73 l Tazi m-=r in Tailai $* district, 

Heilongjiang ~fflrI province, 74) and Heicheng ~:½JG in Ningcheng ~:½JG district, 

Fig. 8 Ground plan of ancient city of Bishbalik near Jimsa, Xinjiang 
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Heilongjiang province,75) all dating from the Liao ~ dynasty, and in each case the 
remains of barbicans have been discovered on all four sides of the city walls. (At 
Raozhou the north and south walls have both a barbican and an ordinary gate.) 
The remains of a barbican have also been discovered at the site of a Liao city at 
Gumuna ~**~ in Tangyuan ilJJR district, Heilongjiang. 76) In cities dating from the 
Jin dynasty, barbicans have been discovered at its first capital Shangjing Huiningfu 
J:.J?:fr~F(f in Acheng ~iiJ~ district, Heilongjiang,77) as well as at Haojiachengzi #~* 
~r in Lanxi M"@ district, Heilongjiang,78) and at sites at Damiao *'3, Silahada -~, 
~Jfllit~79) and Chengpo ~~SO) in Inner Mongolia. Moving further down in time, we 
find that among remains from the Yuan JC dynasty there have been discovered in 
Inner Mongolia alone city gates with square or U-shaped barbicans at places such 
as the former capital Shangdu J:.W, Yingchanglu ~@!i!m, Daninglu *~lm,Jininglu 
~~Im, Shajing Zongguanfu -WY#ir-.~ffF(f, Deninglu {l~!m, Fengzhou ll1'M, 
Yunneizhou ~tkJ1'M, Xuanningxian ~~~ and Chijinailu $~~!m.81 ) 

To sum up, although there is indeed a strong possibility that the 'jar wall' and 
'sheep-horse wall' first appeared in the frontier regions of the north or west, and 
although they seem to have become increasingly popular during the Tang and 
Song dynasties, geographically speaking, they had already reached Jiangnan ff!¥i 
and Sichuan by the Tang dynasty, and it is probably necessary to go back further in 
time than has hitherto been the case when considering the date of their initial 
emergence. Further corroborative evidence of this is provided by the 'horse face' 
(mamian), similar in shape to the 'jar wall' and 'sheep-horse wall', which often forms 
a set with these in some of the sites noted above and is also considered to have 
spread extensively during the Tang and Song dynasties. It is described as follows in 
Chen Gui's Shoucheng jiyao: 

'Horse face': In the old system one was erected every 60 bu. It was built so that 
it projected more than 2 zhang out from the city walls. The width is determined 
by the terrain and is not fixed. It is possible to look directly down from both 
sides at the bottom of the walls. 82) 

In a passage quoted earlier from the Wujing zongyao it was stated that 'horse faces' 
were erected every 10 bu, while the illustration of the 'enemy tower' in the same 
work (Fig. 3) has a note reading "This wall is provided with a 'horse face'," thus 
enabling one to gain a good idea of its structure. Extant examples include those at 
Pingyao in Shanxi (Fig. 9). When describing the materials used for constructing city 
walls, Shakeshi rPs'Mt of the Yuan writes in his Hefang tongyi illJ~J.fmHI 1: 

For constructing city walls, use a traverse beam (renmu *ff*) every 5 chi up. 
This also applies to the like of 'jar walls' and 'horse faces'. 83) 

This indicates that the 'jar wall' and 'horse face' were regarded as similar 
structures. Still later, Mao Yuanyi *jcfl of the Ming llfal provides a detailed 
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Fig. 9 'Horse faces' on wall of district headquarters, 

Pingyao, Shanxi 

description in his Wubeizhi 11t117t:, where he refers to it as zhi ~tt84l 

The 'horse face' corresponds in effect to a bastion, and many examples have 

been found at numerous sites, including some of those already mentioned above: 

the early Tang outer walls at Bishbalik near Jimsa, Xinjiang; Gaochang in Turfan, 

Xinjiang; the Bohai ruins at Chengshanzi in Dunhua, Jilin; the Liao remains at 

Heicheng in Ningcheng district, Heilongjiang; the Liao remains at Tazi in Tailai 

district, Heilongjiang; the Liao remains at Gumuna in Tangyuan district, 

Heilongjiang; the Liao remains at Raozhou in Linxi district, Liaoning; the Jin 

remains at Damiao and Silahada in the Siziwang IIY-f-3:. banner, Inner Mongolia; 

and the Jin remains at Chengpo in the Zhungar .$U!ffl (Jungar) banner, also in 

Inner Mongolia. An example from earlier times may be seen at Wuchang JEti!§ 

(Echeng ;~mx, Hubei), built as the royal capital of Wu ~ during the Three 

Kingdoms .=: ii period, where the remains of a 

bastion 1 7 metres long and 7 metres deep 

have been discovered projecting from the 

south wall. 85 ) In addition, more recently 

bastions have been discovered at the northern 

end of the west wall and at the eastern end of 

the north wall of the Han-Wei remains at 

Luoyang and outside the city of Jinyong ~tJl 
(Fig. 10). 86) As a result of these discoveries it is 

now conceivable that the bastion ('horse face') 

too may be traced back at least as far as the 

Han dynasty. Among still earlier remains, we 

find, for instance, the following: a crescent-

------- ........ · ......................... . 
' 

Jll 

lit 

l+llti'/it 

shaped projection at the southeast corner of ·--------;----
the remains of a city of the kingdom of Wei 

dating from the Eastern Zhou ]ft}WJ period in 

Ruicheng ~:½JG district, Shanxi province;87 l 

Fig. 10 Ground plan and cross section 
of 'horse face' no. 1, Han-Wei 
city of Luoyang 
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four projecting sections at the site of Lingshou 11:ff of the kingdom of Zhongshan 
q:t LlJ of the Warring States period at Sanji ~ ilk in Pingshan ZfS- LlJ district, He bei 
province;88l and a projecting section at the Former Han site of Guanglu :1/tWdk at 
Zenglongchang :ti~i~ in Guyang u!tl~ district, Inner Mongolia.89) Up until now 
these have all been regarded as some sort of defensive installation or wall-tower, but 
these too could perhaps be the remains of bastions, and hence there is a possibility 
that the 'horse face' first appeared even earlier than previously thought. 

Meanwhile, in Chapter 53.2 of the Mozi we read: 

~-~B. ~00$~[z~$. $~#~zffi#lli. ft~*$. ~ft~W~. ~ 
~-~- ~~$~.ft~lli§ (ffi)~=+R. fi~~+R. ~~[MJz. tt 
(tt) ~ff z. ~~□□z. r1.t~U$~zrxflt*· 

The Master Mozi said: "Are you asking about the defence against ramps 
(yangqian $~)? For a commander the ramp is a clumsy method of attack, for it 
is enough to exhaust the troops but inadequate to damage the city walls. To 
defend against it, make a 'platform wall' (taicheng -~) to overlook the ramp. 
The platform wall extends to the left and right 20 chi out from the main wall. 
This 'temporary wall' (xingcheng fi~) is 30 chi high. Shoot at the enemy with 
strong crossbows, fire at them with trebuchets, and [??] with strange devices: if 
you do so, then any attack by means of a ramp will be defeated." 

Again, Chapter 56.5 reads as follows: 

~•~a. oo~•zc~J$. ~•#m~lli. ~~8~•- ~~fi~. ••ffl~. 
~-~l=t'. ~--~ (~)~~- ffli:pffB (¥). ~-~•- fi~z~. ~~=+ 
R. __t1Jo±Jlt •+ R. ft~§ (JEa) ~= + R. [ftaJ ~-~Ofi~Zi:t. 
The Master Mozi said: "Are you asking about the defence against 
counterweighted ladders (yunti ~-= 'cloud-ladder')? A counterweighted 
ladder is a heavy piece of equipment, and manoeuvring it is very difficult. To 
defend against it, build a 'temporary wall' with various towers. Make it round 
in the middle and as wide or narrow as is deemed appropriate. Hang a curtain 
in the circular centre, but do not make it too wide. The method for 
constructing a temporary wall: it should be 20 chi higher than the main wall, 
with a parapet added on top; it should be 10 chi wide and extend to the left 
and right 20 chi out from the main wall. The height and width [ of the various 
towers] are the same as in the case of the tern porary wall." 

As has been pointed out by Cen Zhongmian, the character xing fr in xingcheng has 
the meaning of 'temporary', as in xinggong fi'g or xingzai fiiE, both referring to the 
emperor's temporary abode away from the capital, and the term xingcheng may 
therefore be considered to refer to a temporary wall that was added to the main city 
walls in order to counter attacks by heavy equipment. The designation 'platform 
wall' (taicheng), on the other ~and, is thought to derive from its shape, and as is 
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pointed out in the report on the excavations of the Han-Wei remains at Luoyang, it 
no doubt referred to a 'horse face' or 'enemy tower'. It is to be surmised, in other 
words, that what had initially been added to city walls as a defensive measure 
against large-scale assaults later became an indispensable part of their structure. 

Thus the 'jar wall' and 'temporary wall' were both defensive installations of 
similar origins, and the date of their initial appearance goes back far earlier than 
had been previously thought, while the extent of their geographical distribution 
may also be assumed to have been quite far-ranging. The term guomen appearing in 
the Mozi may be considered to represent a very early example of the 'jar wall' or 
'sheep-horse wall', while the 'temporary wall' and 'platform wall' may likewise be 
regarded as early examples of the 'horse face' or 'enemy tower'. 

After this rather extensive digression, let us now return to the subject of city 
gates. First, on the basis of the above observations, a conceptual rendering of the 
structure of the guimen and guomen described in Chapter 52. 7 4, quoted earlier, is 
provided in Fig. 11. Next, as regards the instruction to "make a crossbeam and 
attach two timbers to the gate," which we have not yet considered, the term 
'crossbeam' (heng ffi) is no doubt similar in meaning to the term hongfu ifttfx 
mentioned in the Shuijing zhu 1.k*,Ui, "Gushui pian" ~7](~ with reference to the 
Cloud-Dragon Gate (Yunlongmen ~iU~) and Divine Tiger Gate (Shenhumen ffi$JJE 
F~) of Luoyang during the Northern Wei: 

Above the crossbeams (hongfu) of both gates are carved the forms of cloud
dragons and wind-tigers. 90) 

Of similar signification is undoubtedly also the term hongmenfu iftF~tfx appearing in 
the Yingzao fashi 19 in the section on the construction of city gates,91 ) and these 
terms all denote the lintel of a city gate. Reference should be made to the 
reconstruction of the structure of city gates during the Song dynasty made by Fu 
Xinian 1:f!t~- on the basis of the Yingzao fashi. 92) Meanwhile, the "two timbers" 
(liangmu ffi::;;f,q alluded to in the above instructions possibly correspond to the 

guimen 

inner 
parapet 

moa 
guomen 

ooden pillars _ '1 g~n7l \\ 

uter --·: !~ 
arapet __ ---~ 

tel araw L.__J -----

b · plank (Suggested layout) 
I 
I 
I 

high ground: 15 chi 
(low ground: underground 
water level, 3 chi) 

Fig. 11 Reconstruction of guomen and guimen as described in Mozi, Chapter 52 
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supporting pillars (paichazhu 13F 3Z.U) mentioned in the Yingzao fas hi, that is, the 

wooden pillars erected to reinforce the walls on both sides of the passageway 

through the city gate. According to the Yingzao fashi, these pillars went only up as 

far as the beams, and although this was the regular method of construction, it 

differed from the defensive measures employed in emergencies. In Chen Gui' s 

Shouchengjiyao it is stated: 

In addition, on top of the 'magpie platform' (qiaotai I.Ml) erect against the 

parapet one stake (paichazhu) every 4 cun, making it stick 5 chi up above the 

parapet. Insert two or three thin pieces of wood horizontally and fasten them. 

Even if those attacking the city should get beyond the eyelets arranged in the 

shape of the character pin, they will be unable to climb onto the parapet, and 

the top of the wall will also be blocked by the stakes. 

As is noted in Chen Gui'sjingkang chaoye qianyan houxu, these stakes were sometimes 

also "buried" into the walls, and in cases of emergency construction work they also 

served as what in later times was called the yongdingzhu 71<7£1±, suggesting that they 

sometimes formed an integral part of the superstructure of city walls. 93) 

Next, let us consider the doors of the guimen gate. Chapter 52.9 reads as 

follows: 

f'&:]I[ Ot) *· ~i~*· Mx~r~J:.. !UJJ:.~:ti (t3c). ~z. t=if7k, Jff4, :if 
~11z. r~~~ (ft) tf-gr~~R (-t) --t-it--t. --t*= (-t) -t. ~--t. 
;j;§~-t-t. ~~ZJ:)Jm1<.. ~r~J:.~~£U1r~1<.~. ~-fillk. ~=E J2J_J:.. 1J-.* 
;j;§$ft. 
To guard against an attack by fire and to counter fire-arrows shot over the city 

gate, drill holes into the leaves of the gate, drive nails into the holes, plaster the 

surface with mud, fetch water in 1-dou hemp vessels and leather basins, and put 

the fire out. Drill holes half a cun or 1 cun deep in the leaves of the gate, the 

posts and the doorbars and drive nails into them. The nails are 7 cun long and 

the nail heads 1 cun across, and they are hammered into rows 7 cun apart. The 

surface is plastered with a thick layer of mud to guard against fire. At each of 

the places where holes have been drilled into the city gates to guard against the 

gate's being set on fire, place pots, both large and small, with a capacity of 

more than 3 shi E.94) 

Furthermore, in Chapter 52.104 we read: 

it--t. --t:R-t-t. --tr~~A-t. ~UJt~. 
Nails: nails are 7 cun long, the distance between the nail heads is 6 cun, and the 

tips are pointed. 

Bi Yuan, Sun Yirang and other commentators differ in their interpretation of 

these two passages, but the above reading takes into account the actual circum-
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stances to which they may be assumed to refer.95) The plastering of the woodwork 
as a precaution against fire is also mentioned in Chapter 52. 7 quoted below, and a 
similar reference is found in the Shoujufa quoted in the Tongdian 252: 

post 

The leaves of the city gates and the towers are covered with a thick layer of 
mud to guard against fire. 96) 

door 

post 

nails 
nail head: 

{ 1 
, Icun 

• I I 

r : l.1 
:O~Icun 
1 16cun 

:o*Icun 
: :6cun 
1 o-i-!::..Icun 
I :f 
! I 

Fig. 12 Reconstruction of doors of guimen and iron 

nails as described in Mozi, Chapter 52 

The "nails" (zhuoyi i~ --t) 
described above probably 
correspond, as is suggested 
by Cen Zhongmian, to 
what were called mending F~ 
iT ('gate-nail') in later 
times, and although the 
passage in question is 
dealing with fire-prevention 
measures, the actual result 
would presumably have 
been similar to the banmen 
#JU~ described in the Ying

zao fashi, which had several vertical panels with rows of nails hammered into them. 
Some details remain unclear, but reference should be made to Fig. 12. 

Following on from Chapter 52.9 quoted above, Chapter 52.10 continues: 

F~*Uffl£,ffli!m. Jjj!m~:;ffiMtz. Fnffl¥}£. ltzJjJtt£,~. iUffl. ium=R. ii 
~ffl-1E. it .i:.1q1:n. 
The areas around the gate's doorbars and crossbars must be strengthened with 
metal, covering them with copper or iron plating. The gate's crossbar is made 
double, and if wrapped in sheet iron, it will certainly be durable. Also use a 
wooden lock, which is 2 chi long and forms a set with a metal key. These are 
sealed with the Defender's seal. 

Zhi :tiOC and guan ~ffl refer to the vertical doorbar and horizontal crossbar, while su ii 
(suo iJi) and guan ~ (guan ~) probably refer to the small keys used to lock these in 
place. 

Next, we come to a more substantial piece of defensive equipment, namely, 
the portcullis (xuanmen WlF~: 'suspended gate'). In Chapter 52.7 it is described as 
follows: 

i.tfLq~zf:t. 1i~F~£JJI!~ (MJ tttl. :&=t JJV\R. ~zffi1§~0. F~Tfffl (~) 
R%fflm~~- ~±~~- ~~=~- m~~~E. att~. ffi:&~~~~- mz 
*~z~. ]J~-A/3Jr. 
Generally speaking, the method of defending the city walls is to furnish the city 
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gate with a portcullis together with a release mechanism. It is to be 2 zhang tall 

and 8 chi wide, and the two leaves should fit tightly together, with an overlap of 

3 cun. The leaves are to be plastered with mud no more than 2 cun thick. Dig a 

moat 1 zhang 5 chi deep and as wide as the two leaves of the portcullis, while its 

length depends upon the terrain. The portcullis is placed at the edge of the 

moat, and there is room for one person. 

A simpler description of the portcullis is found in the Weigong bingfa 1lr·:k%¥i 
quoted in the Taiping yulan: 

Portcullis gate: planks of wood are suspended to form a double gate. 97) 

In the Wujing zongyao it is described in greater detail under the name of zhaban gifi}lft, 
and there is also an illustration of it (Fig. 13). 

Portcullis: It forms a double gate with the city gate. Use elm 

or sophora wood to construct it, with its width 

corresponding to that of the city gate. Cover it with fresh 

oxhide and wrap it with iron plating. Attach iron rings on 

both sides through which iron ropes are passed. Generally, 

in the case of a large city gate, erect two posts 5 chi from the 

leaves of the gate, cut vertical grooves into them, and cover 

them with iron plating. If an enemy should come, then, 

from the wall-tower and using a windlass, pull the iron ropes 

passing through the iron rings and lower the portcullis into 

the vertical grooves. Carefully plaster the outside with mud 

to guard against attack by fire and prop timber against the 

inside to prevent it from toppling over. 98) 

The Pan Gate at Suzhou inJiangsu, referred to earlier, preserves 

an example of the "release mechanism" (chenji i.t~) alluded to 

above, although it probably dates from the Qj.ng dynasty, and it 

is identical in structure to a lock gate (Fig. 14 ). 

A defensive mechanism resembling the 

portcullis is the drawdridge (xuanliang Jill~: 
'suspended bridge'), already mentioned in 

Chapter 52. 7 4 and further described in 

Chapter 52.99: 

~~ffl. ~~~R. --~- ~~~(~)~ 
1lT m:1r mm. 

Fig. 13 Portcullis, 
from Wujing 
zongyao 1.12 

Dig a moat outside the city walls, and 7 chi Fig. 14 

from the wooden stakes construct a 
'Suspended gate' of Pan Gate, 
Suzhou, Jiangsu 
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drawbridge. In cases where the city is narrow and it is not possible to dig a 
moat, do not dig a moat. 

In addition, Chapter 52.107 reads: 

~:½HBiiv-7(!rZ. ~:ttll,j:ER. r:tt!l.~1R. =RrnL1!:. Mfttt~g:i. _tjHf~fmtl 
r-75z. ltfiJJr±. ff:nJilifr. ~~il~. -/33:nJRi«~. fmlB#Ui~t. ~A~J... 5ltl 
jf~. 
Dig a large moat 5 bu (30 chi) from the city gate. In the case of high ground 
make it 1 zhang 5 chi deep, and in the case of low-lying ground, upon reaching 
the underground water level, stop at 3 chi. Install devices in it, . construct a 
'releasable bridge' (faliang Ji~) over it, and operate it by means of a trigger 
mechanism. Spread brushwood and mud over the bridge to make it look like a 
path. Alongside it are ditches or mounds so that people cannot jump over it. 
Rush out to engage the enemy and then run back, pretending to be defeated. 
When the enemy come in pursuit, pull the mechanism and release the bridge. 

This is similar to the 'revolving bridge' (zhuanguanqiao fUffl~) described in the 
Taibo yinjing 4, "Shouchengju pian" ~:½x;J! • 36: 

Revolving bridge: Construct the bridge with a single girder, and at one end 
attach a traverse bolt. When the bolt is removed, the bridge springs up, and 
men and horses, unable to cross, all fall into the water. The Qin used this 
bridge to kill Yan Dan ~-ft.99) 

Another type of drawbridge was the 'hanging bridge' (diaoqiao if.J~), described as 
follows in the Wujing zongyao: 

Hanging bridge: Construct it with elm or sophora wood. In structure it is like a 
bridge. Attach three iron rings on top, pass two iron ropes through them, add 
hemp ropes to these, and fasten them to a wall-tower. Behind the bridge, about 
3 bu ( 18 chi) from the city walls, erect two posts, each 2 zhang 5 chi tall. Make an 
opening towards one end of the wall-tower, make wrought-iron rail grooves, 
and lay the iron ropes and hemp ropes over these to facilitate the raising of the 
bridge. Should a signal be given from outside the city, then have men on the 
wall-tower pull the ropes and raise the bridge so as to cut off the enemy's path 
and also to protect the city gate. 100) 

The illustration given in the Wujing zongyao (Fig. 15) appears to be almost identical 
in structure to the aforementioned portcullis. The descriptions of the 'hanging 
bridge' and portcullis (zhaban ~4i~) in the Wujing zongyao are followed by a passage 
similar in wording to that just quoted from the Taibo yinjing but with the heading 
'mechanical bridge' (jiqiao ~~), and it is accompanied by an illustration that seems 
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to resemble the 'suspended bridge' of the Mozi. 
The passage quoted above from Chapter 

52.99 advised against the digging of moats 
when the city was narrow, but elsewhere moats 
or ditches (qian !t) are almost invariably 
mentioned, and they may be considered to 
have been a standard feature of city 
fortifications. Chapter 5 2.31 states: 

a~~~- (m). •=R. ~~R~T 
(+). 

Every 100 bu (600 chi) construct ten 
hidden drains 3 chi wide and 4 chi deep. 

Du (m: 'drain') is similar in meaning to the 
dou Jif ('drain') described as being 3 chi deep in 
the Kaogongji, ':Jiangren yingguo," and youdu 
~m are thus covered drains. Ten of these 
drains were to be constructed every 600 chi, 
that is, one every 60 chi, to drain waste water 

Fig. 15 'Hanging bridge', from 
Wujing zongyao 1.12 

37 

from inside the city, and a prerequisite for them would have been the existence of a 
moat. These drains would have passed under the city walls and also probably 
under the perimeter road encircling the outside of the walls. This road has already 
been referred to in Chapters 52.45 and 58.1 quoted at the end of the previous 
section, and according to Chapter 58 it was 8 bu ( 48 chi) wide. The instruction in 
Chapter 52.99, quoted above, to construct a drawbridge 7 chi from the wooden 
stakes probably refers to this road as well. 101 ) As has already been shown by Sun 
Yirang, Lao Gan *fi and others, 102) the term ge if%, translated here as 'wooden 
stakes', corresponds to the chungzhou huluo g=t JW]JjEfi mentioned in the biography of 
Chao Cuo A~ in the Hanshu rcl•, the muchai jiangluo *~1.iJI mentioned in the 
section on the Xiongnu 1li]~3[ in the Hanshu, and the jiangluo ~l}i appearing in Han 
slips from J uyan, all of which refer to sharpened wooden stakes that were set in the 
ground to prevent the enemy from approaching the city walls. Remains of these 
have been discovered at the site of the commander's headquarters and beacon 
tower 4 atjiaju, Juyan, and atjinguan, Jianshui ~7](. 103) In the Shoucheng jiyao the 
same kind of device is called lujiao J.lftj ('deer's antler'), 104) and injapan they are 
called saka-moji ~rt* ('inverted branches'). 

Concluding Remarks 

In the above we have considered, within somewhat narrowly circumscribed 
limits, the actual construction of city fortifications as described in the relevant 
chapters of the Mozi and with reference to newly discovered materials. Many 
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questions remain, but although our discussion has included speculation from a 

purely technical perspective, I hope that it has been been possible to make at least 
some advances on previous research with regard to concrete details. 

As was pointed out at the start, in this article I have dealt primarily with the 

city walls, city gates and city moats, which represented the basic components of city 
fortifications. The chapters on the defence of cities in the Mozi also include much 
interesting information on various defensive and ancillary structures such as the 
towers erected on top of the city walls, beacon towers, blockhouses, and fortified 

villages used in frontier defences, guardhouses for hostages ( baogong *8), and the 
'defenders' hall' (shoutang ~'.£). There are aspects of these too that need to be 
elucidated from the perspective of the history of technology, and I have dealt with 
them elsewhere. 105) 

Addendum 

Lastly, I wish to add some supplementary comments on archaeological 
discoveries relating to the 'jar wall' or barbican in ancient times on which I was 

unable to touch in the above. The ancient remains at Sandaoying =ili~ in Zhuozi 
!j[jf district, Inner Mongolia, consist of an east city and a west city, and a barbican 
was attached to the south wall of the west city, while all four sides were provided 
with corner towers and bastions; these remains are thought to be those of the 

district headquarters of Wuyao ft\'.:~ district, Dingxiang 5£11 commandery, dating 
from the Former Han. 106) In the region bordering the Great Wall and in addition to 

the defensive walls at Wulijigaole and QJ.ngkulun in the Chaoge banner in Inner 
Mongolia, mentioned in Section I above, the ancient sites at Zengchanglong and 
Sanyuancheng .=nfflt, Guyang district, in the Wulateqian )~f..iL~lW banner dating 
from the Warring States to Former Han period107) and at Taiyangmiao ::k~IM in 
the Hangmianhou ifJlJl!Hi banner108) all have the remains of barbicans, while 
bastions and corner towers were attached to the walls of the ancient city at 
Guaizishang 1JJT _t in Chingshuihe t'llilkiPJ district. 109) It could thus be said that the 
emergence of the barbican and bastion has been archaeologically demonstrated to 
go back as far as the Warring States period. The most recently discovered 
important remains are those from the Yin period at Yuanqu ffiHH in Shanxi 
province, where double walls have been found extending from outside the west 
gate towards the southern corner and also along the south wall of a city that formed 
an irregularly shaped square. 110) On the basis of this discovery, and also with 
reference to the interpretation of Sun Ji i%~, 111) who equates the term yin ~ in the 
poem "Qu qi dongmen" 81;1:t:$:F, in the Shijing ("Zhengfeng" ~}j.) with the 
barbican on the basis of Mao Heng's comment that ''yin is a curved city wall" (!il1, 
lttI:½!Gi:!1), Xun QJ. JiHf has argued that the barbican first appeared 3,500 years ago 
during the Yin period. 112) The remains in question are, needless to say, extremely 
important, but the Shang Ffij walls at Yuanqu are double walls, and although they 
are certainly closely associated with the barbican, they differ considerably both in 
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form and function. Consequently, I would be inclined to wait until further evidence 
comes to light before endorsing Xun' s views. It should also be pointed out that 
investigations making use of aerial photography have been conducted at the 
ancient sites of Gaochang and Bishbalik in Xinjiang, alluded to in Section I. 113) 
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.L. 
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